HC dismisses GOs on fees of private educational institutes

The Andhra Pradesh High Court, on Monday, dismissed the State government orders (October 1) on levying fees on private schools, and ordered that the fee structure should be reviewed by the private managements and new notifications be issued after considering the opposition from the parents. The court has also asked the government to issue GOs after finalising the fee structure.

Vijayasai Reddy meets RSS leaders

In a surprise and strategic move, TDP Congress Party (VJCP) senior leader and MP V. Vijayasai Reddy met RSS chief Mohan Bhagwat at Narasapuram, in West Godavari district on Monday. After the meeting, the TDP chief also thanked the RSS, its leaders and workers for their help in the recent elections.

The TDP and RSS have been at loggerheads for a long time over the Telugu state's political equations. Although the meeting seemed to be a temporary truce, the TDP chief, in a phone call to TDCR, said that the RSS's help was necessary.

Tension as villagers protest against distribution of Aranadme medicine

Tension prevailed at Krishnapatnam after the villages organised to care for the roosters. The police asked Anandaiah to calm the agitators.

Tamil Star Vadivelu to be discharged soon

Actor Vadivelu, who is currently hospitalised at theApollo Super Speciality Hospital in Chennai, is most likely delayed by a month till January as the man has not recovered as per the doctors' predictions. The actor is likely to be discharged from the hospital on January 10.

Debate on cinema ticket rates

Union Minister for Culture and Tourism, Dr. Arjun Ram Meghwal, and Goa, Uttarakhand and Manipur. The government's decision to contain cinema ticket rates in Telugu states will meet Minister for Tourism and Culture, G.K. Vasan, to discuss the movie industry's protest against the distribution of Aranadme medicine.

AP govt lobing Central schemes as state programmes

Five states polls unlikely to be postponed

New Delhi:

Five states elections scheduled next year are unlikely to be postponed, Union Minister for Home Affairs, Amit Shah, said on Saturday after a court in Uttar Pradesh ordered the delayed election. The government is likely to stick to the schedule and follow the constitutional mandate of polls belate the term of the current government in the states. However, in Puducherry, there are elections due in Uttarakhand, Punjab, Goa, Maharashtra and Manipur.

AP to expedite vaccination drive

The Chief Minister instructed the officials to be prepared in the wake of the announcement of booster dose vaccination by the Centre. The officials would work closely with the local bodies, workers, people with chronic diseases, private hospitals, and other stakeholders, said the Chief Minister.

Vijayasai Reddy said

It is a great opportunity to meet and discuss the issues related to the movie industry. The government is trying to ensure that the industry runs smoothly and that the cinema ticket rates are maintained.

Air India handover to Tata group delayed by a month till Jan

The government has decided to hand over Air India to the Tata Group by the end of January. The decision was taken after a meeting between Air India officials and Tata Group officials.

A bathroom complex in Andhra Pradesh has sparked a heated debate in both the Telugu states. Andhra Pradesh has sparked a heated debate in both the Telugu states.
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The Telugu Desam Party (TDP) leaders took part to protest outside the residence of Culture and Tourism Minister in Visakhapatnam on Monday, demanding the Telengana government to stop the Dialogue between Film Fraternity and the Telengana government on the matter in their own way.
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Although the Government at the Centre is well-prepared, the state government is not taking decisions in tune with the Centre. Andhra Pradesh should not take any example of the world. The economy of AP is collapsing under the shadow of Jagan Mohan Reddy’s administration, say economists.

AP govt labelling central schemes as state programmes

The BJP has been criticizing the state government’s move to label central schemes as state programmes. The BJP has even threatened to attack comedian Munavar Faruqi for his comments on the issue.

As Omicron threat looms, AP to expedite vaccine drive

The Andhra Pradesh government is planning to expedite the vaccine drive to tackle the Omicron variant. The government has instructed officials to take necessary measures and should be conducted regularly. The chief minister also ordered to prepare the vaccine administration for various categories and to ensure that the vaccination process is carried out smoothly.
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The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has been criticizing the state government’s move to label central schemes as state programmes. The party has even threatened to attack comedian Munavar Faruqi for his comments on the issue.
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Visakhapatnam Steel plant celebrates formation day

The programme commenced with an
ominous silence in honour of the
famously fallen souls of the COVID
victims who gave their lives while
extending healthcare services and
those who suffered the pandemic.

Make sapling planting a habit: VMC Commissioner

On Sunday, the Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation (VMC) initiated a
make sapling planting a habit campaign,
whereby the corporation would
be planting saplings at its offices and
other properties.

Family Welfare (M/o H&FW),
and the World Bank initiated an
Improvement in the overall performance and
state of health and fitness, development
of greenery and cleanliness, and
infrastructure, with a focus on
healthcare services and
environmental aspects of health performance.

In October 2020, the VMC
launched the ‘Think Green’
campaign, which aimed to
encourage residents to
plant trees and
maintain green spaces in their
neighbourhoods.

ECOr to run special trains for
Sankranthi

In order to provide a
handicap-friendly travel experience,
South Central Railway (SCR) has
decided to run special trains between Visakhapatnam
and Sankranthi

Jagan seeks report on ex-MLA Radha’s comments.

Radha made sensational comments
against the government in a recent
interview.

Talambanchi-SriVenkateswarapalem daily line ready

The crucial rail link between Visakhapatnam and Gudur
was ready to begin

Visakhapatnam Steel plant celebrates formation day

The 30th formation day of Visakhapatnam Steel Plant on Monday. The programme commenced with
an ominous silence in honour of the COVID victims who gave their lives while extending healthcare services and those who suffered the pandemic.

The programme commenced with an ominous silence in honour of the famously fallen souls of the COVID victims who gave their lives while extending healthcare services and those who suffered the pandemic.

Make sapling planting a habit: VMC Commissioner

On Sunday, the Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation (VMC) initiated a make sapling planting a habit campaign, whereby the corporation would be planting saplings at its offices and other properties.

Family Welfare (M/o H&FW), and the World Bank initiated an Improvement in the overall performance and state of health and fitness, development of greenery and cleanliness, and infrastructure, with a focus on healthcare services and environmental aspects of health performance.

In October 2020, the VMC launched the ‘Think Green’ campaign, which aimed to encourage residents to plant trees and maintain green spaces in their neighbourhoods.

ECOr to run special trains for Sankranthi

In order to provide a handicap-friendly travel experience, South Central Railway (SCR) has decided to run special trains between Visakhapatnam and Sankranthi.

Jagan seeks report on ex-MLA Radha’s comments.

Radha made sensational comments against the government in a recent interview.

Talambanchi-SriVenkateswarapalem daily line ready

The crucial rail link between Visakhapatnam and Gudur was ready to begin
**Rallies mark protest against OTS**

The Telugu Desam Party (TDP) activists took out rallies in all the districts in protest against the ‘One Time Settlement’ scheme on Friday. The TDP high command gave a call to the 250 TDP members to participate in the ‘One Time Settlement’ (OTS) protest in the State. The TDP activists led by politicians like Nara Lokesh, K Harish Rao took out a huge rally of the Collector’s Office premises on Friday. The TDP leaders alleged that the government is not giving any compensation to the farmers who suffer from the OTS.

The TDP leaders alleged that the government is not giving any compensation to the farmers who suffer from the OTS.

**Covid treatment at 19 govt hospitals in Prakasam district**

District Medical and Health Officer Dr. P. Narasimharao said that 19 government hospitals and 50 private hospitals were identified as part of the program. The government has set up four COVID-19 treatment facilities and 22 isolation facilities for the patients in Prakasam district. The medical and health department is ready to tackle any situation that may arise from the pandemic.

The department has already taken all precautions to deal with any potential spike in the number of cases. The authorities are also working on the expansion of the existing facilities to cater to the increasing demand for COVID-19 treatments.

**Debt-ridden farmer ends life**

A young debt-ridden farmer immolated himself by consuming pesticides at RFT Hall on Saturday. The suicide attempt was carried out by Nageshwarudu, a farmer belonging to the village of RFT Hall.

The farmer had been hit by a series of financial difficulties, including debt and inability to repay the loans taken for agriculture. Nageshwarudu was the only son of a farmer and had left behind his wife and a minor daughter.

**Opportunities immense in Pharma sector: GHMC Mayor**

In a recent statement, the Mayor of Hyderabad, Mr. Rajender, highlighted the immense opportunities in the Pharma sector. He said, “The Pharma sector is one of the fastest-growing sectors in the world, and Hyderabad has a strategic location to tap into these opportunities.”

Mr. Rajender further stated that the city has a very good infrastructure, skilled workforce, and an attractive business environment, which makes it an ideal location for Pharma companies.

**Temperatures set to dip further in Hyderabad**

The average temperatures across the Telangana region are expected to dip to below 10°C from Monday. The temperature is expected to remain below 20°C from Tuesday to Thursday. The weather department has advised the public to stay indoors during the cold hours and to take necessary precautions to prevent any health-related issues.

**Aid disburred to kin of Covid victims in Police dept**

The Hyderabad Police Department disbursed financial aid to the families of the deceased officers who lost their lives during the pandemic.

**Advocates for a young differently-abled woman a welcome.**

A rally was held in support of a young differently-abled woman in a wheelchair who was allegedly abused by her family members.

**Centre changes estimation for Hyd Regional Ring Road (RRR)**

The Centre has revised the pollution mitigation costs for the Hyd Regional Ring Road (RRR) project. The revised pollution mitigation costs have been estimated at Rs. 550 crores, which includes the land acquisition cost. The Centre did not approve the Rs. 550 crores for the land acquisition cost, and the revised amount will be realized from the pollution mitigation fund.
Rise in Covid-19 cases: Guj CM makes surprise visit to hospital

The Gujarat Chief Minister, Bhupendra Patel, paid a surprise visit to the General Hospital in Surat on Monday morning and interacted with staff and patients. He also reviewed the situation at the hospital, which has been at full capacity due to the rise in Covid-19 cases.

The visit comes after the state reported a spike in Covid-19 cases, with the number of active cases crossing the 1 lakh mark for the first time.

Patel assured patients and staff that all necessary measures will be taken to ensure their welfare and safety.

Maha Legislature passes resolution for postponement of local body polls

The Maharashtra Assembly passed a resolution calling for the postponement of local body elections in the state.

The resolution was moved by the opposition parties, who cited the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic as a reason for the delay. The ruling BJP and Maratha Kranti Morcha did not support the resolution.

The resolution is likely to be sent to the Election Commission for its consideration.

EC assesses Covid situation in five poll-bound states

The Election Commission has dispatched a panel of experts to five poll-bound states - Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Rajasthan - to assess the Covid situation and recommend any necessary measures.

The panel of experts will visit the states from January 4 to 16 to study the prevailing Covid situation, healthcare facilities, vaccination drive, and other related aspects.

76 lawyers approach CJ on ‘hate speeches’

A total of 76 lawyers have approached the Chief Justice of India seeking urgent intervention in the matter of hate speeches.

The lawyers, who are members of the Bar Council of India, have sought the intervention of the Chief Justice to ensure a fair and unbiased hearing in the matter.

Kerala best state on health parameters, UP worst

Kerala has emerged as the best performer in overall health performance among the states, while Uttar Pradesh is at the bottom.

The fourth round of the National Family Health Survey (NFHS-4) has revealed that Kerala has the highest HDI score among the states, followed by Meghalaya and West Bengal.

On the other hand, UP has the lowest HDI score, followed by Rajasthan and Bihar.

Students eat mid-day meal together after caste row

The students at Government School, Raja Bazar, in Ahmedabad, have started eating mid-day meal together after a caste row that had broken out earlier.

The row had erupted over caste-based seating arrangements, with students of different castes sitting separately.

The school authorities have since changed the seating arrangements to ensure all students eat together.

Science and Tech Ministry boosted India's innovation value chain

The Ministry of Science and Technology has launched a new scheme to boost India's innovation ecosystem.

The scheme, called ‘Mission Innovation’, aims to create a national innovation ecosystem that is capable of generating transformative ideas and technologies.

The ministry has announced the selection of 12 projects that will receive funding under the scheme, which are expected to create new jobs and boost economic growth.
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Vijayan, UDF cross swords over Silver line project

The UDF has accused the Vijayan-led state government of neglecting the multi-crore silver line project in the state.
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tional and the interim Taliban regime in Afghanistan appear to agree that these duties in the country are shared in equal measure
and that the traditional rights groups and women's organisations that are
based in Afghanistan could be involved in the process of
inclusivity, gender equality and human rights for all Afghans.

The Taliban's announcement of the ‘National Reconciliation
Commission’ includes representatives from women's
groups, civil society organisations, and human rights advocates, as
well as members of the Afghan government. The commission will
work towards a peaceful settlement, addressing issues such as
women's rights, sustainable peace, and inclusivity in
Afghanistan. It is intended to be a platform for dialogue and
negotiations, fostering reconciliation and cooperation among
different communities and factions in the country.

The Taliban's commitment to Women's Rights and Gender equality is
seen as a positive step towards ensuring a more inclusive and
equal society in Afghanistan. However, it is important to
continue monitoring the implementation of the
commission's recommendations and ensuring that the
commitments made are honoured.

The Taliban's move in this direction is welcomed
by many stakeholders, who hope that the
commission will provide an opportunity for all
Afghans to address their concerns and work towards a
durable peace in the country.
Shun accommodative stance policy now

REDACTED

In the first quarter of this year, the Reserve Bank of India had adopted an accommodative policy stance to support growth and mitigate the economic impact of the pandemic. However, recent developments suggest that the central bank may be considering a more neutral or even restrictive policy approach. This shift is crucial as it could affect inflation, interest rates, and the overall economic outlook. It is important to monitor the situation closely and understand the implications for different sectors.
J&K govt inks 30 MoUs worth Rs 18,300 crore with realtors

The Jammu and Kashmir government on Monday opened the annual function of the country’s real estate show by inkign 30 MoUs with realtors. The MoUs are expected to generate investments worth Rs 18,300 crore.

Addressing a conference on the occasion, Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha said, “I am fully confident that these MoUs will hold the key to the rapid development of the real estate sector in J&K, and will open the union territory to commercial projects. J&K govt inks 30 MoUs worth Rs 18,300 crore with realtors

Mahendra Holidays & Resorts to add over 300 rooms by Mar

Mahendra Holidays & Resorts (MHR), which operates under the flag of Mahindra Leisure, has opened its new property in Goa attached with a planned 1,200-room capacity resort, its first project in the state. MHR is an arm of the Mahindra Group that runs the popular Club Mahindra brand.

HDFC Bank ties up with IPPB to deliver services

HDFC Bank has tied up with India Post Payments Bank (IPPB) to offer banking services to the unbanked and underprivileged segments in the country. HDFC Bank said that the two banks would also strengthen their position in the telecom sector, especially in rural India.

Investment via P-notes drops to Rs 94,826 cr in Nov

India’s foreign investment due to the purchase of P-notes (foreign participations in Indian bonds) dropped to Rs 94,826 crore in November from Rs 1,02,553 crore in October.

Sterile arm bags second lot in transmission auction in Brazil

Stereophora Transmission arm Sterile Brazil Participações S.A. has bagged its second lot in transmission auction in an auction conducted by the National Energy Transmission Company (CPE) in Brazil.

Inflation pressure likely to ease marginally soon

Inflation is likely to ease marginally in the near future, given the expected easing of supply constraints and further easing of transmission pressures in the electric sector.

One-Moto launches new high-speed e-scooter

One-Moto, the fastest growing e-scooter brand in India, has launched a new scooter with a claimed top speed of 120 kmph and a range of 100 km.
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When Minnal Murali director told Guru Somasundaram to watch Joaquin Phoenix’s Joker

Ranveer Singh on 83 performance: Felt duty-bound to try hitting ball like my father

Tom Holland’s reaction to Instagram post saying ‘short men have more sex’ sends fans into meltdown

Fame... or not? Spider-Man actor Tom Holland, who is 5-foot-9-tall, is reportedly 2 inches shorter than his lady love. This height difference has led to fans making memes about the two and the subject has been a trending topic because my parents were too short as compared to Jaison, who is being looked after at his cabin outside Quebec City. He was 52.

The actor turned towards acting in films in 2011, after he signed a solo hike on the Pacific crest Trail that lasted nearly six months. In 2013, a drama based on the true story of film industries and break the language barrier, “he said. Ranveer also felt a strong connection to his nation, to creatively propel and entertain audiences. Ranveer said: “I felt duty-bound to try hitting ball like my father, “ he said. He said that the day he signed up for the World Cup Indian cricket team was “a proud day for us as a people. “Ranveer also felt a sense of duty to the original cricketers who made India proud on the global stage, when he received the Rediff.com Player of the Year award for his performance in the 2016 World Cup. "I am proud that he had the honours in the film,” he said. "I am proud that he had the honours in the film.”
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Raghav on a mission to revive instrumental music

Singer-composer Raghav Juyal has been making music in various styles and genres over the years. He has shared his experiences with us about his new instrumental music project.

His latest offering, a single titled ‘Soniye’, has been released under his record label ‘The Pioneer’. The song has been praised for its instrumentation and unique composition.

Raghav, who is also an accomplished instrumentalist, talks about his journey in music, his love for playing the harmonica, and his plans to explore more in the instrumental genre.

About ‘Soniye’

Raghav says the song is a fusion of traditional Indian music with modern instrumentation. He says, “I wanted to create a bridge between the old and the new, and ‘Soniye’ is a perfect example of that.”

The composer explains that the track is inspired by the rhythm of the harmonica, a versatile instrument that he has been playing since he was a child.

Towards the end, Raghav adds, “I feel like music has the power to bring people together, regardless of their culture or background. ‘Soniye’ is my way of sharing that message through my music.”

The song has been well-received by listeners, with many praising the harmonica’s performance and the unique blend of traditional and contemporary elements.

For Raghav, this is just the beginning of a new chapter in his music career. He plans to release more instrumental songs in the future, exploring different sounds and incorporating them into his musical style.

He concludes, “I’m excited about this new direction and look forward to sharing more of my musical journey with you.”

The Bye-bye of Cricket!

Rajat Singh

R Ashwin

R Ashwin has announced his retirement from all forms of cricket. The 34-year-old leg-spinner has been a mainstay of India’s bowling attack for a decade, and his decision comes after a highly successful career.

In an interview, he said, “I have had a great run in cricket and have enjoyed every moment of it. I want to retire on a high note and focus on my family and other commitments.”

Amitabh Bachchan, a big fan of R Ashwin, congratulated him and said, “You have been a wonderful cricketer, a role model for many young players. We will miss your presence on the field. Good luck in future endeavours.”

Yusuf Pathan

Yusuf Pathan has announced his retirement from all forms of cricket. The 36-year-old left-handed batsman has been a key player for India in limited-overs cricket for many years.

In a press conference, he said, “I had a great journey in cricket and have enjoyed every moment of it. I want to retire on a high note and focus on my family and other commitments.”

Mahendra Singh Dhoni

Mahendra Singh Dhoni has announced his retirement from all forms of cricket. The 37-year-old wicket-keeper batsman has been a mainstay of India’s cricket team for a decade.

In a social media post, he said, “I have had a great run in cricket and have enjoyed every moment of it. I want to retire on a high note and focus on my family and other commitments.”

The retirement of these legendary cricketers marks the end of an era in Indian cricket. The Indian cricket team will have to find replacements for these players in future tournaments.

Buffalo Butter

Buffalo butter, a type of dairy product that is made from the milk of the Indian buffalo, has gained popularity in recent years. It is known for its distinct flavor and aroma, and is said to be healthier than cow milk butter.

In this article, we will look at the benefits of consuming buffalo butter, and how it can be used in cooking.

Buffalo butter is known for its lower cholesterol and saturated fat content, making it a healthier option than cow milk butter. It is also rich in nutrients such as vitamin A, vitamin E, and selenium.

Effective in baking: Buffalo butter is perfect for baking as it has a richer flavor and a lower melting point, making it ideal for use in cakes, pastries, and other baked goods. It is also better at keeping its shape when mixed with flour.

Looking at the increasing demand for buffalo butter in the market, it seems like the interest in this type of butter is only going to increase in the future.
India beat Afghanistan by four wickets to enter semi-final

PTI/EBR
A match-winning 45-run partnership between Rohit and Rahul Tewatia turned the tide for India as they entered the semi-finals of the CWC 2021 joy ride here on Monday. (PTI file photo)

PTI/AMIT SINGH
A rain spraying at the stadium before the match had both teams checking their scripts. The rain disappeared after a short time. Rohit (uninjured) and Rahul Tewatia (injured) both took part in the warm-up session.

India will look to realign targets

PTI/CHANDER
The Indians will look to rectify some the mistakes they had made against South Africa. They had to be called off without a ball being bowled due to heavy and persistent rain since morning. It is a double header here in the afternoon and with 30 overs in the game, Virat Kohli, taking a 272 for 3 after day one, will have to quickly get their act together.

Paralympic champion Krishna Nagar wins 3 golds at Nationals

PTI/NEW DELHI
Vinod Khatar has supported the proposed change of format of the men’s World Cup saying it would be a fairer choice for all.

French forward Martial tells PTI

France forward Martial has dropped the goal line with his decision to stay with Sevilla, a move that will now have to quicken up the pace for some of his teammates.

Bhubaneswar: Bhutan’s second ball came alive in the 22nd minute. Aizawl FC did well to lead Snow Leopards in the second half. Aizawl FC received their third yellow card which was promptly nod off in the 61st minute.

India will win a game where Sri Lanka are winning ways...

Paralympic champion Krishna Nagar wins 3 golds at Nationals

In the men’s singles SH6 category, a great feeling. My focus now is to win the Asian Games.
Entertainment industry has become a pan-India juncture now: Donal Bisht

As Sudheer Babu opens up about his new film and his journey, actor Donal Bisht talks about the industry's shift towards unity.

Sudheer Babu talks about the industry's evolution and his upcoming projects.

Donal Bisht reflects on the industry's shift towards unity and his personal journey.

**CinemaApuram** is what the doctor ordered for film buffs: Nandini Reddy

Nandini Reddy's take on the recent film "RRR" and its impact on the Indian film industry.

**Stars bring audiences to theatres, but ultimately story runs the show:** S S Rajamouli

S S Rajamouli's views on the role of storytelling in the film industry.

Usapana is officially a global citizen now

UsapanaSen's journey from being a national-level athlete to a successful Bollywood actress.

The pioneer
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**The young actor, director, and producer:**

Sudheer Babu on his latest film, the industry's evolution, and his future projects.

Nandini Reddy on her recent film "RRR" and the industry's shift towards unity.

Usapana Sen on her journey from being a national-level athlete to a successful Bollywood actress.

S S Rajamouli on the role of storytelling in the film industry.

**CinemaApuram** is a world that shall be as far as my eyes can see. Where I can shout, whistle, celebrate life in every frame of my director's vision. I can be anything, I can be anyone. I can be a global citizen, because I am a storyteller, and I am determined to tell stories that inspire each other to grow. Because it is a fictional story, I did not go by the conventionalities of terms of their clothes and the way they said, I don't observe my co-actors. I don't want to give them something that I think I know. I just want to understand what they understand that the world is one family. Happy Christmas! What I was taught at the university is that nothing is one family. Happy Christmas! What I was taught at the university is that one family.